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A racing queen beaten
but unbowed
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Livable communities: the answer
to the exploding 65+ age group
By Yvonne Behrens
The Lynchburg Times
By the year 2030, the population of
those 65 and over will double.
Communities throughout the United
States are going to have to re-think com-

munity layouts and how to provide for
the needs of this growing population. Rebecca Wilkens, Special Assistant to James
A Rothrock, Commissioner of Rehab Services (DRS) and Interim Commissioner
See COMMUNITIES, 15

New iPod’s add a touch of
fun to Lynchburg Schools
Zenyatta’s unsuccessful run
against the boys builds her
legacy
By Roger Bianchini
The Lynchburg Times
Blame it on Blame. The boy bully of
the 2010 North American racing season ruined what was potentially the
biggest horse racing story since Secretariat’s stunning 1973 season ended a
25-year Triple Crown drought.
Typical wisdom would say that Zenyatta’s fairy tale ended on a down
note with her second place finish to
the horse most experts said she was
battling for Horse of the Year honors
in Saturday’s (Nov. 6) Breeder’s Cup
Classic. The 6-year-old filly was seeking history by winning her second
straight annual match up with the best
boys of any age in the racing season’s

FREE

marquee weekend. Even Europe takes
notice, sending many of its best west
for the Breeder’s Cup weekend of classic races (at least the girls got one as
Europe’s brilliant filly Goldikova won
the Classic Mile that day).
No, Zenyatta didn’t become the first
thoroughbred in modern racing history to go undefeated through 20 races.
No, she didn’t win a second consecutive mile and a quarter race against the
world’s best group of horses of that
season.
No, she didn’t win what is expected to
be her final race to give that fairy tale
ending to the heroine of Hollywood
Park and the “script” her jockey Mike
Smith did a pre-race promo about
– no Mike, Hollywood won’t buy this
happy-ending script because it didn’t
happen. Perhaps more than the horse
he obviously loves, her owners, trainer
and fans, it seemed to be Smith who
See ZENYATTA, 

By Emily Williams
The Lynchburg Times
A group of second graders sit crosslegged on the floor tackling the day’s
reading lesson. Down the hall a fourth
grade class works at their desks, solving multiplication problems. Both of
these classes could be scenes from
anyone’s childhood, with twenty little

exceptions. These kids are all armed
with an iPod Touch.
In January 2010, Lynchburg and Roanoke city schools won a competitive
grant through the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act to purchase
iPod Touch systems to better integrate
technology in education. Today, over
See SCHOOLS, 
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ZENYATTA, from 

took the loss hardest. Interviewed
while still in the saddle just moments
after the race’s end, Smith said, “I’m
trying to compose myself, I’m pretty
devastated.” He was later described as
“sobbing” as he left the track.
And while some might point the finger at Smith for letting Zenyatta fall
even further behind than she is used
to – it looked like 20 or more lengths
from the early leaders – against perhaps the best field she had ever faced,
as the Hall of Fame jockeys analyzing
the race pointed out, Smith did what
he could in the face of some tough but
normal racing luck around the track.
Squeezed out of the gate Zenyatta
and Smith probably lost momentum
and several lengths right off the bat.
Smith later noted that his big mare
also reacted early to dirt clumps being
kicked up in her face, something she
is not used to when racing on the synthetic surface 17 of her races have been
on. Then as both Zenyatta and Blame
began their final moves Smith had to
wait precious seconds – “put on the
brakes a second” Hall of Fame Jockey
commentator Jerry Bailey observed.
As the replay showed it was also here
that she may have lost the race. For
as he initially closed two lengths on

Although Zenyatta will be forever known for her penchant for Guinness beer, like all horses, she loves
her carrots! Photo by Banamine on Flickr.

Blame as both began to move, Smith
had to bide a few seconds for the sea of
horses in front of him to part. Blame
running ahead by three lengths at this
point had a direct and unimpeded path
forward for his stretch run in front of
the Churchill Downs twin spires.
But that is the risk a horse that runs
from way back takes every time out.
Viewing the replays it seemed Smith
was actually masterful in dealing the
racing hand he and his mare were
dealt. In the end Smith and Zenyatta
came clear at the top of the stretch and
began their patented move. Zenyatta, a
huge filly larger than most of her male
competitors, built her locomotive-like
head of steam up. But Blame was still
doing the same, holding three lengths

on Zenyatta as she came clear. But still
she came, closing within a length, halflength, neck, head. She seemed ready
to pass Blame and take the fairy tale to
the conclusion fans wanted and most
every racing expert predicted could
not and would not happen on this surface against these horses.
In the end it was simply the class of
the last horse in front of her that prevailed. Blame would not stop running.
Winner of six of his last seven starts as

a 4-year-old all in graded stakes races,
Blame did not fold as the finish line
approached. He kept digging and it
seemed that Zenyatta’s inexorable run
at him didn’t pick up the same type
of ground over those last few strides
even though that head lead kept getting shorter. In the end I would say Zenyatta didn’t lose, rather showing his
own class Blame held on to win … (but
oh the heartbreak – one, two more
See ZENYATTA, 
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Zenyatta extended her career record to 17-0 with a half-length
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“The way it’s gone, I better be prepared for (winning) the Ford 400 at Homestead-Miami Speedway,” said Johnson. “If I’m not, then we aren’t doing our jobs. The last couple years down there,
we’ve made sure that we had pace in our car and
speed. Last year we won the pole, finishing sixth
[actually fifth]. Ran good, had a strong night being

Johnson Expects Chase
to Go Down to Wire
Supposedly, NASCAR officials are contemplating an offseason change in the Chase for the
Sprint Cup that would provide some sort of elimination process.
Based on the current Chase, it sort of takes care
of itself.
Seven races into the 10-race Chase, the crowd
at the top is noteworthy. Never have three drivers
been locked in such a tight battle, with 38 points
separating Jimmie Johnson, Denny Hamlin and
Kevin Harvick.
But, with the great “wild card” (Talladega) behind them, the race has been effectively limited
to those three. Four-time champion Jeff Gordon is
fourth but trails Johnson by 207 points. Clint Bowyer, the winner of the Amp Energy Juice 500 -- and
only driver to win twice during the Chase to date
-- brings up the rear, 367 points behind Johnson.
Gordon, Kyle Busch, Carl Edwards, Tony Stewart,
Matt Kenseth, Kurt Busch, Jeff Burton, Greg Biffle
and Bowyer all are far off the pace entering the
remaining races in Fort Worth, Texas; Avondale,
Ariz.; and Homestead, Fla.
Johnson has won the past four Sprint Cup
championships, an unprecedented achievement,
but in each of his past titles, Johnson took a decent cushion into the final race. He doesn’t expect
that to be the case this time.

Jimmie Johnson (above, with crew
chief Chad Knaus) says that winning
a fifth-straight championship will be
tougher than the previous four. (John
Clark/NASCAR This Week photo)

conservative.
“I feel like coming to Homestead this time, we
need to race for this thing, which I’m pretty confident we’re going to have to do.”
At Talladega, Harvick finished second, Johnson
seventh and Hamlin ninth. Harvick has the most
top-10 finishes (23). Johnson and Harvick each
have 15 top-five finishes. Hamlin has the most
victories (7), one more than Johnson.
After Talladega, where Hamlin managed to
come back from being a lap down to the leaders,
he said, “It looked like everyone broke even. I lost
a little to the ‘48’ (Johnson), lost to the ‘29’ (Harvick), but still it wasn’t anything detrimental.”
Monte Dutton has covered motorsports for The
Gaston (N.C.) Gazette since 1993. He was named
writer of the year by the National Motorsports Press
Association in 2008. His blog NASCAR This Week
(http://nascar.rbma.com) features all of his reporting
on racing, roots music and life on the road. E-mail
Monte at nascar_thisweek@yahoo.com.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

1. In 2009, New York Yankees became the third A.L. team
in the decade to have seven players hit 20 or more home
runs in the same season. Name either of the previous two
teams to do it.
2. When Hideki Matsui had six RBIs in a World Series game
for the New York Yankees in 2009, whose record did he
tie?
3. Who holds the NCAA Division I record for most rushing
touchdowns by a quarterback in a season?
4. In 2009, Orlando’s Dwight Howard became the youngest
person to win the NBA Defensive Player of the Year Award
at 23 years, 4 months. Who had been the youngest?
5. Who is the only NHL player to be in the Stanley Cup
finals three consecutive years (2008-10) with a different
team each time?
6. Kyle Busch set a NASCAR record in 2010 for most wins
in a season in the Nationwide Series. Who had held the
former mark with Busch at 10?
7. In 2010, tennis player Rafael Nadal won his 18th ATP
World Tour Masters 100 tournament title. Whose record did
he break?

Answers
1. The 2000 Toronto Blue Jays and 2005 Texas Rangers.
2. Bobby Richardson of the New York Yankees, in
1960.
3. Ricky Dobbs of Navy had 27 in 2009.
4. San Antonio’s Alvin Robertson was 23 years, 9 months
old when he won it in 1986.
5. Marian Hossa (Pittsburgh, 2008; Detroit, 2009; Chicago, 2010).
6. Sam Ard, in 1983.
7. Andre Agassi had 17 victories in Masters events.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

Considered one of the top 50 high-school football
players of all time by Parade Magazine, Randy Moss
could have punched his ticket to just about anywhere in
the NCAA.
Indeed, former Notre Dame head coach Lou Holtz
said, “Randy Moss was the best high-school football
player I’ve ever seen.” Florida State head coach Bobby
Bowden said, “He was as good as Deion Sanders. Deion’s my measuring stick for athletic ability, and this kid
was just a bigger Deion.”
But instead of punching his ticket for Notre Dame, he
punched a kid in a fight at his high school. Transferring
to Florida State, instead of lighting up the scoreboard, he
mostly lit up joints, was sent to jail and sent packing.
Moss hooked up with quarterback Chad Pennington
at Marshall University and took the Division I-AA team
to the next level -- both figuratively and literally. After a
record-setting season at Marshall (1,709 yards on 78
catches) the Thundering Herd moved to Division One,
where Moss still couldn’t be stopped, almost winning the
Heisman Award.
Projected to be a high first-round draft pick in 1998,
Moss lasted until the 21st pick when it became apparent
his off-field troubles were adding a drag on his value.
In his first notable press statement, moments after being selected by the Minnesota Vikings, Moss sent word
to the first 20 teams that had passed him up: “[They’ll]
regret it once they see what kind of a player I am, and
what kind of guy I really am.”
His impact in Minnesota was immediate. Earning
rookie of the year and making the first of seven trips to
the Pro Bowl, the Vikings went 15-1 and were projected
to win the Super Bowl before being upset by the Chris
Chandler-led Atlanta Falcons. Similar trips to the postseason yielded like results. The Vikes were stepped
on by the St. Louis Rams and New York Giants as they
made their way to Super Bowls, and despite signing the
biggest contract ever given to a wide receiver, Moss was
traded to Oakland -- a team that always prided itself in
the aerial attack.
But Moss wasn’t running out plays that he wasn’t involved in, and he was a loudmouthed distraction when
he wasn’t getting the ball. So the Pro Bowler became
trade bait and landed in New England, where he contributed to its Super Bowl dynasty until a few weeks ago,
when he suddenly “did not feel wanted” and requested a
trade.
The Pats obliged and off he went to Minnesota again,
teaming up with Purple Judas in a desperate attempt to
turn the fortunes of the team around. After a loss to New
England just four weeks later, Moss was waived after
a disastrous conference in which he criticized his new
coach.
So the question now becomes, where does Moss go
next? Kansas City? Dallas? Court? Jail? In the soap
opera that is Randy Moss and the NFL, one never can
tell.
Mark Vasto is a veteran sportswriter and publisher of The Kansas City
Luminary.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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strides and I think she would have got
him).
But is Zenyatta’s legacy lessened by
her defeat by what appeared to be half
a bobbing head to the dominant male
horse of the 2010 North American
racing season?
I don’t think so.
As the field headed into the first turn
and stretched out over the first half
mile I said to myself “she’s too far back
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against this quality of a field.” Sure
she’s used to running last and coming
from way off the pace to win – in that
respect reminding me of the first race
horse I ever remember watching on
TV as a kid, Carry Back.
But 20, 25 lengths – not going to
happen … and it didn’t.
But gee whiz it was a terrific race – if
a heartbreaking ending for almost everyone other than Blame’s racing crew
and those putting a significant investment down on the inexplicably long

DONCELBOLT

CHADBROWN

odds of 5-1 for a Horse of the Year
contender.
But while real life refused to imitate
fairy tale art – did Zenyatta’s 20th race
diminish her stature and figuratively
kill the queen?
Again, I don’t think so.
The loss was magnificent in both its
plot and drama. It was REAL LIFE,
REAL SPORT, REAL Reality TV – and
that kids, is why we watch!!!
The race reminded me of a late career loss of another pretty good race-

horse, 1977 Triple Crown winner
Seattle Slew. In the 1978 Jockey Club
Gold Cup mile-and-a-half race Slew
hooked up with 1978 Triple Crown
winner Affirmed and top European
horse Exceller. Most experts thought
the race match ups and distance were
tailor made for come-from-behind,
distance specialist Exceller.
Slew and Affirmed went out and set
blistering times around the track furSee ZENYATTA, 
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Paint Pumpkins Gold
for Thanksgiving Table
Pumpkins might sound “so yesterday” with Halloween long gone and the excitement of Thanksgiving
Day on the way. But never underestimate the beauty
pumpkins can deliver when transformed into a glistening golden shine with a little metallic paint and
creativity. Once they are hollowed out by the kids,
they make dandy vases for fresh flowers from your

arrangement:
1. On a newspaper-covered surface, an adult
should cut off the top of a medium-size, firm and
smooth pumpkin, creating an opening that is 4-5
inches in diameter. Let the kids scoop out the pulp
and seeds with their hands and a spoon. Wash the
outside with a damp cloth. Let dry.
2. On a newspaper-covered surface outside, or in
a well-ventilated garage, an adult should spray the
exterior of the pumpkin with gold metallic spray paint
available at craft and hardware stores. Let dry.
3. Line the inside of the pumpkin with foil or plastic
wrap. Place a chunk of damp florist foam trimmed to
fit snuggly in the hollowed-out portion. The kids may
poke trimmed stems of flowers, leaves and twigs
into the foam, one at a time, until the arrangement is
complete. Set it on a waterproof plate. Add water to
the foam as necessary to keep flowers fresh.
Extra mini-pumpkin ideas:
• Make golden mini-pumpkin arrangements following the directions above. For place cards, glue small
cards with guests’ names or photos printed on them
to trimmed wooden skewers. Tuck into the arrangements.
•For golden pumpkin votive candleholders, set a tea

Read every issue online at www.lynchburgtimes.com
I have also used the same method to get rid of
a bat in the house. All I had to do was wait for it to
alight (usually somewhere up high), put the hose
over it and “plunk,” it was in the vacuum canister.
Remember though, don’t open the shop vac inside the house or leave the vacuum hose unsealed
after turning it off. This is just in case the wasps
aren’t all dead. -- Alberta T., Batavia, N.Y.

Vacuuming Up Wasps
Q: I’m writing regarding your article in which a
reader suggested removing wasps from a home’s
siding by using a vacuum hose. You weren’t certain exactly how this worked.
I have used a shop vacuum for years to get rid of
wasps, with great success. When they are entering the opening in the wall or wherever their nest
is located, the wasps cannot escape the suction
created when the vacuum hose is placed next to
the hole.
This is a safe, chemical-free way to get rid of literally thousands of wasps. They do not attempt to
sting or bother you in any way because they are
intent on entering their nest. All you have to do
is stand motionless with the vacuum hose held in
place. The last time I did it, I counted (yes, counted)
over 2,000 wasps in a relatively short time period.

A: Many thanks for expanding on the original tip!
Shame about the bat (they’re really good for pest
control as they catch and eat a number of insects),
although I can see where having one inside your living space would be annoying. Still, the shop vac idea
is really neat, and if it works to rid a house of wasps,
go for it.

To prevent wasps from rebuilding a nest in the spot
you’ve just cleared them from,
dab the area with something
strongly scented, like tea tree
oil. Repair small holes or cover
niche areas with fine mesh.

Send your questions or home tips to ask@thisisahammer.
com, or write This Is a Hammer, c/o King Features Weekly
Service, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475. When
in doubt as to whether you can safely or effectively complete a project, consult a professional contractor.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

grocery store. Keep the kids busy by letting them
arrange the blooms in the gilded pumpkins just in
time to set on the table for stunning, yet inexpensive,
Thanksgiving centerpieces.
I discovered that pumpkins are still abundant and
cheap this month at farms, garden centers and grocery stores. Think about gilding mini pumpkins too,
which you can find with the gourds and squash in
the produce section of your grocery store. Transform
them into cute “place card” bouquets for each guest
or into alluring votive candleholders that will add a
golden sparkle on your table between the turkey,
cranberries and the pies.
Here are three simple steps for making a pumpkin

light and its metal casing inside the cavity or use a
battery-operated tea light.
An adult should always be present when burning
candles.
Note: Acrylic paint in a metallic gold shade also
works if you prefer not to use spray paint, although it
takes longer to dry and may require several coats.
Donna Erickson’s award-winning series “Donna’s Day” is
airing on public television nationwide. To find more of her
creative family recipes and activities, visit www.donnasday.
com and link to the NEW Donna’s Day Facebook fan page.
Her latest book is “Donna Erickson’s Fabulous Funstuff for
Families.”
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Voted BEST MORNING SHOW in the state by
the Virginia Association of Broadcasters
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Join Brian and Mari Weekdays from 6am - 10am on The Morningline.
Keep up with what’s going on around the Greater Lynchburg area. If it’s
happening locally, we’re talking about it on the Morningline. Join the
conversation by calling the studio line at 846-8255 or 866-338-1059.
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10am - Noon
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ther playing into Exceller’s hands, err
hooves. As the final turn approached
the younger Affirmed was done and
fading from trying to match Slew’s
fractions. But coming from way back
Exceller blazed up even and then in
front of Slew at the top of the stretch.
Slew hung tough going nose to nose
with the European champion for a
number of strides before Exceller
pulled about three-quarters of a length
in front and the die seemed to be cast.
However in a remarkable show of resilience and will Slew drew back nose
to nose with the European before losing by a bobbing nose.
If anything, that mile-and-a-half loss
run 2.2 seconds faster than his winning Belmont Stakes time enhanced
Slew’s reputation as the greatest frontrunning, speed horse of all time. Speed
horses just don’t run that fast on the
lead for a mile and a half and not give
up the ghost at the end – they don’t!
But Slew did in defeat.
And if anything, Zenyatta’s performance in the Nov. 6, 2010 Breeder’s
Cup Classic against Blame will also
cement her reputation as perhaps the
greatest and certainly gutsiest and
most exciting filly of all time.
Contrary to popular belief in this
modern age of 24x7 sports and news
pseudo analysis, winning isn’t always
everything. After watching my taped
replay of this year’s Breeder’s Cup
Classic over and over, I am confident
that like Slew’s 1978 Gold Cup, Zenyatta will only benefit in the long run
from analysis of the 2010 Breeder’s
Cup Classic.
And so her career legacy is secure.
Now, if she doesn’t hold a grudge,
when both are retired to breeding,
which began happening within 24
hours of the race’s conclusion for
Blame, let’s see what Zenyatta and her
antagonist can produce working toward the same end – a fast offspring.
I’ve got that baby’s name already
– Blame Zenyatta … but maybe that
would just be putting too much family
pressure on a child, you think?
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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Healthy Makeover Pumpkin Bread
Treat family and friends to our slimmed-down quick bread.
Gone are the traditional version’s 3 grams of saturated
fat and all the cholesterol (thanks to egg whites and a
blend of low-fat yogurt and canola oil). No one will suspect
you’ve tinkered -- a slice is that good!
1 cup (packed) light brown sugar
2 large egg whites
1 cup pure pumpkin (not pumpkin pie mix)

1. What was Hullabaloo?
2. The Village People were threatened with a
lawsuit over which song?
3. Who sang “Bobby’s Girl,” and when?
4. Name the Beatles’ last U.S. No. 1 hit single.
5. Were The Thompson Twins related?
6. What year did Madonna go on The Virgin
Tour?
Answers
1. “Hullabaloo” was a weekly musical variety
show on primetime TV that showcased the
leading pop acts of the mid 1960s, including
Petula Clark, Herman’s Hermits and Sonny
and Cher. The show included dancers, one of
them a go-go dancer in a cage.
2. “YMCA.” The Young Men’s Christian Association objected to the use of its name, but
eventually dropped the threat. “YMCA” is often used as a between-innings crowd pleaser
at sports venues.
3. Marcie Blane, in 1962. It reached No. 3 on
the Hot 100 Billboard chart.
4. “The Long and Winding Road,” in 1970.
Paul McCartney was angry at all the changes
made to the song by producer Phil Spector,
and the group announced its breakup the following week.
5. No, and for much of the group’s career, they
weren’t even twins. There were four members
when they started in 1977.
6. 1985. Merchandisers cashed in, especially
with the creation of the “Boy Toy” belt buckle.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

1/4 cup canola oil
1/3 cup low-fat plain yogurt
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 cup all-purpose flour
3/4 cup whole wheat flour
1 1/2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1. Preheat oven to 350 F. Spray 8 1/2 by 4 1/2-inch metal
loaf pan with nonstick cooking spray with flour.
2. In large bowl, with wire whisk, combine brown sugar
and egg whites. Add pumpkin, oil, yogurt and vanilla extract; stir to combine.

Land of Abundance
“There came a smell off the shore like the
smell of a garden.” -- John Winthrop, off the
New England coast, 1630
If John Winthrop was inclined to find godly favor in the wilds of New England, other newcomers didn’t see the signs the same way. William
Bradford landed a decade before Winthrop.
“What could they see,” he wrote of the Pilgrims
confronting the new land, “but a hideous and
desolate wilderness, full of wild beasts and wild
men?”
Half of them died that first terrible winter in
Plymouth, and if it weren’t for constant human reinforcements, New England might have
stalled out. In the end, though, Winthrop proved
right: The colonists had arrived on a continent
of stupendous, awe-inspiring abundance. With
ingenuity and commercial pluck, they tapped
its vast riches in what would become history’s
greatest adventure in wealth-creation.
Early on, the Pilgrims grasped a fundamental
point about economic motivation. In 1623, they
rejected their initial system of collectivism, and
each family got its own plot of land. Bradford
called it “a very good success, for it makes all
hands very industrious.” They had learned “the
vanity of that conceit of Plato’s ... that the taking
away of property and bringing community into
a commonwealth would make them happy and
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3. In medium bowl, combine all-purpose flour, wholewheat flour, baking powder, cinnamon, nutmeg, baking
soda and salt. Add flour mixture to pumpkin mixture; stir
until just combined. Do not overmix.
4. Pour batter into prepared pan. Bake 45 to 50 minutes or
until toothpick inserted in center of loaf comes out clean.
Cool in pan 10 minutes. Invert pumpkin bread onto wire
rack; cool completely. Makes 1 loaf, yielding 16 servings.
• Each serving: About 140 calories, 4g total fat (0g saturated), 0mg cholesterol, 165mg sodium, 25g total carbohydrate, 1g dietary fiber, 2g protein.
For thousands of triple-tested recipes, visit our website at
www.goodhousekeeping.com/recipefinder/

flourishing.”
The economic historian John Steele Gordon
points out that Puritan merchants often wrote
at the top of their ledgers, “In the name of God
and profit.” The settlers who poured into New
England included tradesmen of all sorts, bringing their hustle and shrewdness. They quickly
resorted to technology to make up for the relative absence of labor.
The first sawmill opened in 1634; a dozen
were operating by 1650. John Winthrop’s son
took an interest in industry and established an
ironworks in the 1640s. By 1700, Boston trailed
only London as a ship-building city in the British Empire. “By the end of the Colonial era,”
Gordon writes, “the colonies were producing
one-seventh of the world’s supply of pig iron.”
As our Founding Fathers knew in their bones,
this represented the merest beginning, situated
as we were in what George Washington called
“a most enviable condition.” Paul Johnson
writes in his magisterial “A History of the American People” that 300 years after Winthrop’s
arrival, “the United States was producing, with
only 6 percent of the world’s population and
land area, 70 percent of its oil, nearly 50 percent of its copper, 38 percent of its lead, 42 percent each of its zinc and coal, and 46 percent of
its iron -- in addition to 54 percent of its cotton
and 62 percent of its corn.”
This triumph came with painful fits and starts,
of course. Even immediately after the American
Revolution, a brief recession hit and people
worried about the young country already losing its purpose. The incredulous comment of
one observer has remained an apt rebuke to
pessimists about the American future across
the centuries: “If we are undone, we are the
most splendidly ruined of any nation in the universe.”
Rich Lowry is editor of the National Review.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

• It was Kurt Vonnegut, one of the most influential American writers of the 20th century,
who made the following sage observation:
“Laughter and tears are both responses to
frustration and exhaustion. I myself prefer to
laugh, since there is less cleaning up to do
afterward.”
• Snakes are sometimes born with two
heads, but they don’t survive long. It seems
the heads fight each other for food.
• Pregnant women might be particularly interested in the following: The animal that is
pregnant the longest is the African elephant,
with an average gestation period of 660 days
(though some pregnancies can last up to 100
days longer). The record for shortest gestation period is held jointly by three marsupials,
including the American opossum, which remain pregnant for only 12 to 13 days.
• During this season of excess, it might be
worthwhile to remember that the typical holiday meal contains more than 3,000 calories.
It also might be worthwhile to remember that
the suggested daily intake of calories for men
is 2,500; for women it’s 2,000.
• Americans’ collective annual tab for drycleaning services comes to approximately $8
billion.
• If you’re an arachnophobe, you might not
want to read the following tidbit of information: Scientists in Madagascar recently discovered a new species of bark spider that
spins webs over rivers and other bodies of
water. What makes these webs noteworthy is
that they are the largest ever recorded, measuring up to 82 feet across.
• Zachary Taylor, the 12th president of the
United States, let his horse graze on the lawn
of the White House.
Thought for the Day: “Perpetual devotion to
what a man calls his business, is only to be
sustained by perpetual neglect of many other
things.” -- Robert Louis Stevenson
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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SCHOOLS, from 
1000 iPods have been put into circulation in the Lynchburg City School system
(LCS).
The man behind the iPods is Doug
Wickham, Network Administrator for
Lynchburg City Schools. Wickham is a
self-proclaimed lover of education technology and his excitement for the subject
is contagious. From Smart Boards, an interactive whiteboard with digital markers
and touch screen capabilities, to the new
iPod Touch units, Wickham has worked
to integrate technology into the city’s
schools in hopes of enhancing the educational experience.
Why iPods? After considering a number of technologies, Wickham and his
colleagues in Roanoke decided on the
mini Macintosh devices for their low cost
and ability to perform an array of diverse
tasks.
“We looked at some of the technologies
we currently have in our classrooms. We
have calculators, we have digital voice recorders… but the iPod can do it all,” said
Wickham.
The biggest advantage of the iPods,
Wickham explained, is their ability to
provide an individualized educational
experience for the students. He gave the
example of watching a video in class.
“In a group setting, if you miss something there’s no way to keep telling the
teacher I need to stop and go back,” said
Wickham.
With the iPods each student can watch
the video at their own pace, pausing and
rewinding as need be. They can then
use the information to complete any
supplementary exercise the teacher has
planned.
“It’s at your pace and that’s what I really
like about these devices.”
One of the first teachers to jump onboard to try out the devices was Aimee
Hasinger. Hasinger teaches second grade
at Heritage Elementary in Lynchburg. In a
recent reading class she used the iPods to
help her students understand the concept
of problem and solution within a plot.
After reading a brief story together, the
children were instructed to create a small
book detailing the problem and solution
presented in the story. Then as seamlessly
as possible in a second grade classroom,
the students retrieved their iPods from a
case and began the project.
“With the iPods we don’t have to stop
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and head to the computer lab,” said Hasinger.
Hasinger explained that most of the students fall into a category widely referred
to as technology natives as opposed to
technology immigrants. Having been always around computers and the like, the
kids are less afraid to just try things out
and learn quickly from their mistakes. As
a result, she only needed a 10-15 minute
crash course to get the basics down with
her second graders.
“Remember, to type what do we need to
touch on?’ asked Hasinger.

“A+,” the kids chimed back in unison,
clicking the corresponding key on their
iPods.
One of Hasinger’s second graders, 7year-old Malachi, is not very fond of
mathematics. With the help of the iPods,
and an application, or app in Mac-speak,
called Math Bumpies, he has a newfound
love of the subject.
“It’s fun. You can do addition and subtraction. Addition is my favorite,” said
Malachi.
Down the hall Lisa Lee is teaching a
fourth grade math course. She has pre-

pared exercises on slides, which the students can view either on the Smart Board
or on their iPods. They work the problems
with pencil and paper and then check the
answers against the solutions on their devices.
“It’s like a worksheet, except their interested in it. They want to look at it,” said
Lee.
The fourth graders then turned to a pair
of apps, that run multiplication problems. The students were enthused, lookSee SCHOOLS, 11

Employment
The Lynchburg Times is currently looking for a top-notch
advertising sales representative for the Lynchburg area.
The ideal candidate will be organized and self-motivated. Great people skills and a professional demeanor are key. This individual should enjoy the freedom of setting his or her own
hours and meeting new people. Previous advertising sales experience is a plus. The candidate
must be dependable, reliable and a self-starter. The successful applicant must be able to learn
to use our customer relations management software, be creative in ad design, able to track
customer payments, work well with others and be customer oriented. If you want a position
where you can set your own hours and earn great commissions, please send us your recent
work experience. Start selling immediately. Only serious inquires please.
This is a commission-based position with excellent earnings potential.
If you are poised and ready to take the next step in your sales career, email us!
angie@lynchburgtimes.com

1. GEMSTONES: What color is lapis lazuli?
2. GEOGRAPHY: Where is the Pennines
mountain range located?
3. SCIENCE: The order Hymenoptera would
encompass what types of insects?
4. RELIGION: Who founded the Christian
Science Church?
5. FAMOUS PERSONALITIES: William H.
Bonney was better known by what name?
6. HUMAN ANATOMY: Where is the mitral
valve located?
7. LANGUAGE: In the United States, what is
a more common term for “conscription”?
8. ANIMAL KINGDOM: What was the original function of the schipperke, a Belgian dog
breed?
9. U.S. STATES: What is the capital of Michigan?
10. HISTORY: In English history, which monarch did Cavaliers support?
Answers
1. Blue
2. Northern England and southern Scotland
3. Bees, wasps and ants
4. Mary Baker Eddy
5. Billy the Kid
6. The heart
7. The draft, a requirement that people of certain age serve in the military.
8. Barge watchdogs
9. Lansing
10. King Charles I in the English Civil War
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Identity-Theft
Protection Services
The steps to protect your personal information from identity fraud are very simple:
Keep spyware off your computer. Check your
credit statements immediately when they arrive, or if you have good computer anti-spyware software, check your online bills more
frequently. Use only your first initials and last
name on your bank checks. Stop your mail
while you’re away. Use a shredder for trash
that has your name on it. Check your credit
reports to make sure there are no errors.

Read every issue online at www.lynchburgtimes.com

Take mail to the post office instead of leaving it outside your home. Don’t put your Social Security number on a job application.
Still, even after taking all the safety steps,
many people opt to purchase an identitytheft protection service. These services,
however, do not completely free you from
risk.
In considering a protection service, you
need to know:
What services does the company provide?
Some will monitor your personal information
and see when it’s being used to apply for
loans, credit cards or turning on utilities.
Others will have your name taken off pre-approved credit offers. Some will help you get
all your credit cards replaced, should there
be a lost or stolen wallet. Others promise to
protect you in the event information is stolen
from your driver’s license number, public records and insurance records.
How does it monitor your accounts? How
are you notified if a breach in your security is
detected?
How much does the service cost? An average cost for these services is generally in the

neighborhood of $10 per month, although
certain add-on features can raise that price.
If you’re the victim of identity theft, what
services will the company provide to help
you?
What is the uppermost level of their insurance, should fraud occur and they have to
do the work to restore your credit?
For a real-world look at how identity-theft
protection works, go online to www.pcworld.
com and put this title in the search box: Identity-Theft Protection: What Services Can You
Trust?
Although the article is a few years old,
the steps taken to test various identity-theft
companies are worth noting.
The point is that no company, no matter
what it promises, can keep you completely
safe. You need to take the initial steps to
safeguard your personal information.
David Uffington regrets that he cannot personally answer reader questions, but will incorporate them into
his column whenever possible. Write to him in care
of King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475,
Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or send e-mail to columnreply@gmail.com
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

Interested in advertising? Contact one
of our sales professionals today!

Angie Buterakos
angie@AdvertiseLynchburg.com
540-683-9197

Kendra Heath
kendra@AdvertiseLynchburg.com
434-209-3046

Sceauncia Parr
sparr@AdvertiseLynchburg.com
434-207-8581

Dianne Tranks
dianne@AdvertiseLynchburg.com
434-258-3326

Read every issue online at www.lynchburgtimes.com
SCHOOLS, from 
ing around to compare results with their
classmates.
“Now you can evaluate yourself,” instructed Lee.
The evaluation process is important to
the grant structure. The state of Virginia
has hired Arroyo Research Services to
conduct an outside evaluation of the iPod
curriculum. Their findings, as well as lesson plans and reports from Wickham
and his counterparts Jamey McKenna
and Mark Thompson, who served as fiscal agents for the grant, will help other
school districts in Virginia and beyond
implement iPod Touch programs of their
own.
The iPod Touch project received some
criticism from the community in February of this year following an article in a
newspaper. While the story was overall
a positive piece, some citizens gathered
from the article that the $1.4 million
grant had been used to buy only 800 iP-

ods, a number that at the time only accounted for Lynchburg’s iPods and not
the devices purchased for Roanoke City
and other surrounding schools. Tempers
flamed higher when it came to light that
teaching positions would be lost due to
budgets cuts.
Wickham was quick to point out that
the grant, which was issued under Title
II part D: Advancing Education through
Technology, could not be used to create
jobs. The guidelines stipulate that 25% of
the money must go towards staff development, and the other 75% goes towards
supplies and equipment.
As the grant money was made available
through the American Reinvestment and
Recovery Act, some politically opposed
questioned whether the stimulus money
should have been spent at all. Wickham
said that regardless of politics the money
was going to be awarded to someone,
adding if not being awarded to Lynchburg, the money would likely have gone
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to Northern Virginia or the Hamptons.
“I wasn’t going to take a political stand
just to deny the money coming to this
area,” said Wickham.
In the long run, Wickham hopes that
the iPod Touch program is something
that the Lynchburg City Schools department will want to continue. In the meantime, however, the project is advancing
fun education through technology in the
classroom.
“If you could have fun learning, who
wouldn’t like that,” said Wickham.

emily@lynchburgtimes.com

Locally owned and operated

Car and Van
Rental and Sales

s a l e s @ a m c a r- re n t a l . c o m
w w w. a m c a r- re n t a l . c o m
Bert & Bonnie Limbrick

4 3 4 - 5 2 8 - 4 111

259 Old Town Connector,
Madison Heights, VA

2010 Winter Market
November 19-21, 2010

Liberty University’s Schilling Center
Premier Night Admission $7* � General Admission $5
(children 12 and under free!)

Premier night!

Friday, Nov. 19th � 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

The fir
s

Saturday, Nov. 20th � 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. ggeuteastsfreont 5S0a0t.

Bring camera...Santa's her

e!

Sunday, Nov. 21st � 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
*Includes entrance to all 3 days

Shop wonderful crafts by regional and local artisans!
Find gourmet foods • jewelry • purses • bath & body products • ornaments
and so much more!

Easy access to the Schilling Center via Wards Road and
Sonic entrance to Liberty!

Sponsored by WSET and Flavours Catering by Design
A student in Lisa Lee’s 4th grade class at Heritage Elementary
School studies with one of more than 1,000 iPod Touches purchased through a federal grant

FOR MORE INFOMATION CALL KRIS AT (434) 592-4400

All proceeds will benefit the Liberty Godparent Foundation

e gift!
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• The next time you order extra pickles or
condiments with your take-out order, save
and wash the small containers with lids
that they come in. They are fantastic for
keeping all sorts of things: extra buttons in
a sewing box; spices; different size pins,
nails or office supplies; even craft supplies.
• Keep a can or shaker of baking soda next
to the stove. Small grease spatters can be
covered in a jiffy if they are too close to a
heat source. And it will help them to wipe
up cleanly later.
• “Get a professional look when recaulking
a sink by running over the bead of caulk
with the back of a soapy teaspoon. It will
smooth the caulk and give it a uniform appearance.” -- I.O. in West Virginia
• If you suspect you have a slow leak from
your toilet tank, put a few drops of food
coloring into the large tank. If the flapper
is not closing all the way, in a short time
the dye will have made its way to the toilet
bowl. If it does, you know that you need to
replace the ball and flapper.
• “To avoid a dirty-smelling hamper, place
a single sheet of fabric softener in the bottom of your laundry closet or in the hamper
itself.” -- S.W. in Oregon
• “For troublesome-to-open jars of pickles,
jam, etc., use a pair of standard dishwashing gloves. They provide a sturdy grip,
especially if your hands are the least bit
damp.” -- D.L. in Indiana
Send your tips to Now Here’s a Tip, c/o
King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box
536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475 or e-mail
JoAnn at heresatip@yahoo.com
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

can I go to sell it? -- Jean, Farmville, Va.

Michael Jackson
Album
Q: I have an album by Michael Jackson that is
one of the first after he left the Jackson Five. Do
you think I can sell it and get a lot of money? -F.B.R., Lynchburg, Va.
A: You neglected to give me the name of the album.
You might try and find it in the Goldmine Standard
Catalogue of American Records 1950-1975 by Ted
Neely (Krause, $34.99). Most of Michael Jackson’s
early solo albums seem to be worth in the $20 to
$30 range, according to this guide. As with most collectibles, there are always exceptions. Condition and
demand also are important.
Q: I have a picture that is quite old and the work
of Hedley S. Vicar. Is it worth anything, and where

A: What you have appears to be a turn-of-the-century watercolor. It was difficult to find any information
about Vicar, but I did find a reference of one of his
pictures being sold at auction by Lunds Auction and
Appraisals with a pre-sale estimate of $150 to $175.
The picture depicted a team of horses and appears
to be from the same period as the one that you have.
You might contact the auction house, since it has
sold at least one of his works. The contact information is 926 Fort St., Victoria, BC V8V 3K2; and
lunds@lunds.com.
Q: I have several trial runs of Avon products and
containers. Most of the containers were eventually issued in colored glass, mine are in flint
glass. Who can I contact to find out possible values? -- William, Gas City, Ind.
A: Perhaps you should contact The National Association of Avon Collectors, P.O. Box 7006, Kansas
City, MO 64113. A $1 donation is suggested for
people contacting the club for information.
Write to Larry Cox in care of King Features Weekly
Service, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475,
or send e-mail to questionsforcox@aol.com. Due to
the large volume of mail he receives, Mr. Cox is unable to personally answer all reader questions. Do
not send any materials requiring return mail.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

1. Which book of the Bible (KJV) mentions the word
“thanksgiving” the most times, at eight? Genesis, Nehemiah, Psalms, Isaiah
2. From Leviticus 22:29, a sacrifice of thanksgiving is
most meaningful when it is ...? Sincere, Often, Voluntary,
Extravagant
3. What items of food and drink did Jesus give thanks
for at the Last Supper? Figs/water, Bread/wine, Fishes/
nectar, Honey/milk
4. Where was Jonah when he prayed with the voice of
thanksgiving? Fish’s belly, Aboard ship, In the wilderness, Mountaintop
5. “O give thanks unto the Lord; for he is good: for his
“what” endureth forever”? Mercy, Love, Blessings, Methods
6. Whose thanksgiving is expressed in Philippians 4:1020? Paul, John the Baptist, James, David
ANSWERS: 1) Psalms; 2) Voluntary; 3) Bread/wine; 4)
Fish’s belly; 5) Mercy; 6) Paul
Wilson Casey’s trivia book “Know It? ... or Not?” is available from BearManorMedia.com
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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The news
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nection with the stabbing. He was last seen in the
1st St. and Jackson St. area.
Anyone with any information regarding this crime
or the location of the suspect is asked to contact Detective R.G. Miller at (434)455-6160 or Crime Stoppers at 1-888-798-5900, visit the Central Virginia
Crime Stoppers website at www.cvcrimestoppers.
org to enter a web tip, or text “CVCS plus your message” to 274637.

and commercial productions on the web at www.mediumless.net

Centra Hospice documentary to air on WSET
Nov. 14 & 21

Wanted suspect turns himself in
On Tuesday, November 02, 2010 Walter Louis
Matthews (D.O.B. 10/30/47) turned himself in to the
Lynchburg Police Department. Matthews was arrested without incident. He is being held without bond at
the Blue Ridge Regional Jail in Lynchburg. Matthews
is charged with Aggravated Malicious Wounding.

On 9/30/2010 at approximately 11:12 p.m. officers
with the Lynchburg Police Department responded to
85 Jackson St. for a report of a male who had been
stabbed in the neck. Upon arriving on the scene,
officers located the 47 year old victim, Gregory Matthews. Shortly before police were dispatched to
the scene, the victim and his brother, Walter Louis
Matthews (D.O.B. 10/30/47) had a verbal altercation. The verbal altercation soon turned physical.
According to the victim and witness, Walter attacked
Gregory with a large kitchen knife. Gregory sustained numerous cuts to the facial, neck, and hand
areas. The suspect, Walter Matthews left the scene
before responding police units arrived. The victim
was transported by the Lynchburg Fire and EMS Department to Lynchburg General where he underwent
treatment. The victim is expected to recover from
his injuries. Walter Matthews, (pictured above) is
wanted for Aggravated Malicious Wounding in con-

“Except for Six,” an inspirational and informative
hour-long documentary following the journey of three
families facing challenges at the end of life, will air at
4 p.m. Nov. 14 and Nov. 21 on WSET Channel 13.
Brought to you by Centra Hospice, the documentary
was produced to help change the way people think
about end of life.
To learn more about Centra Hospice, call 434-2003204.
Giving Hearts Week
November 1st-November 19th: During these
weeks, let’s reach out to those who are less fortunate. A bin for the canned goods will be placed both
at the Jamerson and Downtown locations. All canned
goods will be donated to the Lynchburg Daily Bread.
Please make sure that they are not out of date. What
a wonderful way to begin the “season of giving.” The
donations will be delivered just in time for Thanksgiving. Thank you in advance for your generosity and
kindness. Mary Taylor, YMCA Active Adult Program

Local art show Dec. 4
Local Lynchburg arts group mediumless unveils
new works at Riverviews on December 4th. The
photographic and visual artworks show put on by
mediumless, a Lynchburg-based creative group for
fine arts and commercial projects presents intimate
sides of Paris, France. The Paris Candid collection
taken by Lauren Baker is from her summer 2010 excursion.
Sketches from visual artist John Gosslee’s new
book called 12, scheduled for publication in Fall 2011
are featured at the downtown gallery.
Designer Jake Siner’s digital manipulations of both
natural and musical scenes are a highlight of the December 4th early winter debut.
Mediumless is a photographers, filmmakers, writers, and visual artists multimedia group for fine arts

Over 20,000 Served and Counting!
The South Central Spay/Neuter Clinic is excited to
announce its 20,000th client served…and counting!
Still a little-known resource, this nonprofit is making
a difference within our communities by providing lowcost spay/neuter surgeries for cats and dogs from
right here in Campbell County and to Danville and
Nelson County and most places in between. Since its
opening in December 2006, the Clinic has expanded
its coverage area and continues to increase its yearly
surgery count while keeping prices affordable for individual owners, shelters, and rescue groups.
Currently serving three cities and six counties,
staff is excited about this milestone and about what it
means for our communities. Lynda-Sue Napier, Executive Director, states, “We are working diligently to
reduce the amount of unwanted pets in our area and
to decrease the euthanasia rates at local shelters. As
more shelters become “no-kill,” spay/neuter surgery
becomes an even more important aspect of animal
welfare. We are happy to be able to share this important moment with everyone! We believe the honorary
animal of the day is Scuffie – a, blue-eyed, shorthaired, white and grey point male cat. Scuffie is extremely sociable and will make a wonderful addition
to your household. Napier added that he is playful
and will entertain you for hours!” Scuffie is currently
residing at the Humane Society for Nelson County
where he is available for adoption and is waiting to
purr his way into your heart.
South Central Spay/Neuter Clinic is a non-profit
organization working with you to help end pet overpopulation. For more information about the clinic, to
schedule your companion’s appointment, to make a
donation, or to schedule a guest speaker, please call
434.821.4922.

support of members and patrons for its success and
further development.
Located at 825 Main St. in Historic Downtown
Lynchburg, the exhibit provides an interactive forum
for globe collectors and enthusiasts. The exhibit
contains everything from artifacts of the Space Age
Era and the NASA Apollo Program to workshops for
children to consultation for globe identification and
authentication. Many of the artifacts displayed in the
exhibit as well as related merchandise are for sale.
The exhibit will remain open until December 30, 2010
in the hope of gaining interest and support for a permanent museum.
For more information on the exhibit visit www.
TheAmericanGlobe.org, their Facebook page, call
434-847-4788, or visit the museum at 825 Main St. in
Downtown Lynchburg.
Expanded Recovery Act tax credits help homeowners winterize their homes; save energy
Check tax credit certification before you buy, IRS
advises
People can now weatherize their homes and be
rewarded for their efforts. According to the Internal
Revenue Service, homeowners making energy-saving improvements this fall can cut their winter heating
bills and lower their 2010 tax bill as well.
Last year’s Recovery Act expanded two home
energy tax credits: the nonbusiness energy property

See NEWS, 21

AYLOR’S
FARM & GARDEN

SERVING CENTRAL VIRGINIA SINCE 1830

16075 Forest Rd.
P.O. Box 19
Forest, VA 24561

434-525-1007
FAX: 434-525-2463

One Week Free
Trial Membership
Get Fit Now!

Globes on display downtown
A Globe Exhibit recently celebrated its opening in
Downtown Lynchburg. With over 200 world globes
spanning from the first American globe maker to current models, the exhibit shares the 2000-year-old
history of the globe and its function in an interactive
manner, attracting both curious elementary students
and distinguished collectors alike.
The exhibit is the newest project of the American
Globe Preservation Society, a non-profit organization
committed to the education, preservation, and use
of globes. As a non-profit, the AGPS relies on the

f i t n e s s

c e n t e r

(434) 237-1998
www.ladiesfirstgym.com
Waterlick Plaza Shopping Center
Lynchburg, VA 24502
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8. Splice (R) Adrien Brody
9. Prince of Persia: Sands of Time (PG-13) Gyllenhaal
10. Leaves of Grass (R) Edward Norton
Top 10 DVD Sales
Top 10 Video Rentals
1. The Karate Kid (PG) Jaden Smith
2. Get Him to the Greek (R) Jonah Hill
3. How to Train Your Dragon (PG) animated
4. Robin Hood (PG-13) Russell Crowe
5. Iron Man 2 (PG-13) Robert Downey, Jr.
6. Jonah Hex (PG-13) Josh Brolin
7. A Nightmare on Elm Street (R) Jackie Earle Haley

1. How to Train Your Dragon (PG) DreamWorks)
2. The Karate Kid (PG) (Sony)
3. Iron Man 2 (PG-13) (Paramount)
4. Tinker Bell: Great Fairy Rescue (G) (Buena Vista)
5. Jonah Hex (PG-13) (Warner)
6. The Tudors: The Final Season (NR) (Paramount)
7. Robin Hood (PG-13) (Universal)
8. Get Him to the Greek (R) (Universal)
9. A Nightmare on Elm Street (R) (Warner)
10. Letters to Juliet (PG) (Summit)

© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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of footage thought lost forever. Now, after nearly
three-quarters of a century, the public can finally
see -- in high definition -- “Metropolis” as it was
meant to be experienced.
Top 10 Pop Singles
This Week................................................. Last Week
1. FarEast Movement f/ Cataracs & Dev.......No. 1
“Like a G6” (Cherrytree)
2. Bruno Mars ................................................No. 2
“Just the Way You Are” (Elektra)
3. Rihanna ......................................................No. 4
“Only Girl (In the World)” (SRP/Def Jam)
4. Nelly . ..........................................................No. 3
“Just a Dream” (Derrty)
5. Usher feat. Pitbull . ....................................No. 5
“DJ Got Us Fallin’ In Love” (LaFace)
6. Trey Songz feat. Nicki Minaj . .................No. 10
“Bottoms Up” (Songbook)
7. Katy Perry ..................................................No. 7
“Teenage Dream” (Capitol)
8. Taio Cruz ....................................................No. 8
“Dynamite” (Mercury)
9. Flo Rida feat. David Guetta . .....................No. 9
“Club Can’t Handle Me” (Poe Boy)
10. Pink . ....................................................... No. 11
“Raise Your Glass” (LaFace)
Top 10 Albums
1. Sugarland . ..........................................new entry
“The Incredible Machine” (Mercury Nashville)
2. Kings of Leon .....................................new entry
“Come Around Sundown” (RCA)
3. Elton John/Leon Russell ...................new entry
“The Union” (Rocket/Mercury)
4. Rod Stewart ........................................new entry
“Fly Me to the Moon ... Great American Songbook
Volume V” (J)
5. Lil Wayne . ................................................No. 16
“I Am Not a Human Being” (Cash Money/Universal
Motown)
6. Soundtrack . ........................................new entry
“Glee: The Rocky Horror Glee Show (EP)” (20th
Century Fox/Columbia)
7. Shakira ................................................new entry
“Sale El Sol” (Epic)
8. Eminem ......................................................No. 5

“Recovery” (Web/Shady/Aftermath/Interscope)
9. Third Day . ...........................................new entry
“Move” (Esstential)
10. Darius Rucker ..........................................No. 2
“Charleston, SC 1966” (Capitol Nashville)

PICKS OF THE WEEK

Shakira

Top 10 Hot Country Singles
1. Darius Rucker ............................................No. 2
“Come Back Song” (Capitol Nashville)
2. Zac Brown Band feat. Alan Jackson .......No. 6
“As She’s Walking Away” (Capitol Nashville)
3. Sugarland . .................................................No. 3
“Stuck Like Glue” (Mercury)
4. Easton Corbin . ..........................................No. 1
“Roll With It” (Mercury)
5. Taylor Swift ................................................No. 8
“Mine” (Big Machine)
6. Rodney Atkins ...........................................No. 7
“Farmer’s Daughter” (Curb)
7. Brad Paisley . .............................................No. 9
“Anything Like Me” (Arista Nashville)
8. The Band Perry . ......................................No. 10
“If I Die Young” (Republic Nashville)
9. Josh Turner . ..............................................No. 4
“All Over Me” (MCA Nashville)
10. Rascal Flatts .......................................... No. 11
“Why Wait” (Big Machine)

© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

“The Expendables” (R) -- Let’s be clear from
jumpstreet: “The Expendables” is a bad movie,
unabashedly so, and that’s what makes it so much
campy good fun. Sly Stallone and Company have
a ball-bouncingly awesome time in this loud, goofy
homage to the One-Man Wrecking Crew flicks of
the 1980s. In addition to the cameos by Bruce Willis and Arnold Schwarzenegger, the film also stars
Jason Statham, Dolf Lundgren, Mickey Rourke,
Jet Li, Steve Austin and Randy Couture. The dialogue is corny, the explosions (and the pecs!) are
huge, and the plot is irrelevant. Just pop some
corn, crack open a brew, sit back and watch stuff
blow up real good.
“Beauty and the Beast” (Two-Disc Diamond Edition) (G) -- Disney’s classic tale of a bookish young
woman who tames the heart of a gloomy prince
and teaches him to love again has been digitally
restored with enhanced picture and sound. The
two-disc set includes three versions of the movie:
the original theatrical version, the special extended edition, and the original storyboard version.
Among the many special features is a sing-along
mode, so you can chime in along with the film.
“The Complete Metropolis” (NR) -- Throughout
the years there have been scores of home-video
releases of Fritz Lang’s 1927 science-fiction masterpiece -- all of them incomplete and the transfers
usually taken from muddied public-domain prints.
Thankfully, a complete print of the film was discovered in Buenos Aires and painstakingly restored
by the Murnau Foundation -- including 23 minutes

“The Pillars of the Earth” (NR) -- Based on the
novel by Ken Follett, this critically acclaimed miniseries of medieval intrigue and forbidden romance
stars Ian McShane and Donald Sutherland. The
construction of a massive “cathedral of light” is the
centerpiece of this historical fiction, which includes
plenty of the Machiavellian machinations and bodice-ripping that fans of “The Tudors” and HBO’s
“Rome” seem to delight in.

Sylvester Stallone
TV SERIES
“The Tudors” The Complete Series
“7th Heaven” The Final Season
“Married ... with Children” The Complete Series
“Lennon Naked”
“Murder She Wrote” Complete Twelfth Season
“Deadwood” The Complete Series
“Batman Beyond” The Complete Series
“Wagon Train” The Complete Season Two
“Space Precinct” The Complete Series
“Durham County” Season 2
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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COMMUNITIES, from 
for the VA Department of Aging (VDA),
spoke about this need at the Consortium
on Aging Luncheon held at Lynchburg
College earlier this week.
Wilkens shared a blueprint that her
department will present to the General
Assembly outlining the future of aging
services in Virginia. According to the
blueprint, better community design and
service coordination can help to meet the
rise in demand of an aging America. The
sooner communities implement these
procedures, the less likely a crisis will occur.
The state is looking into the concept
of “livable communities.” First and foremost, livable communities should provide a safe environment that is accessible
and affordable. Secondly, there should be
adequate housing and transportation services. Thirdly, residents should be provided with options. Fourthly, community
engagement, participation, and independence are requirements.
According to Wilkens, although every
community has its own specific criteria,
this general picture should be able to be
implemented by any community. What is
particularly attractive in the Blueprint for
Livable Communities is that it will serve
the needs of not only the elderly, but also
the general population and the popula-

tion with disabilities. In other words, everyone will benefit.
Another factor that will change by next
July will be the integration of rehabilitation and aging services to prevent duplication of services. Some of that is already
occurring. A recent initiative of returning
aging patients from Nursing Homes to
their homes is being implemented in different communities throughout Virginia.
This responsibility will be carried out by
both the Central Virginia Area Agency on
Aging and the Lynchburg Area Center for
Independent Living.
Communities around the state are
starting to take steps to meet the needs
of their growing aging population, and
Lynchburg is no exception.
Graham and Phyllis Hollenbeck are
spearheading Lynchburg Villages, a new
program being developed to assist older
adults wanting to “age in place. The idea
behind this village concept is that a neighborhood of aging individuals will work together to provide assistance to each other
and/or pay into a fund to hire someone
to assist. This could be anything from
going grocery shopping, to getting one’s
lawn mowed, or to help a neighbor get to
a doctor’s appointment.
The Consortium on Aging, host to the
luncheon, is a body made up of 72 agencies and 6 individuals who represent non
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and for profit organizations. The forum is
used for networking and exploring ways
to increase awareness of aging issues,
advocate for the older adult population,
promote partnerships and coordinate
collaborative events.
The Consortium is spearheaded by The
Beard Center on Aging of Lynchburg
College. Denise Scruggs is the Director
of the Center.
Besides the Consortium, the Beard
Center on Aging promotes awareness of
aging by putting on an annual conference, through workshops, health fairs,
exchange of information among agencies,
and referral services. It also supports the
efforts of CVAAA to serve and meet the
needs of the elderly population and works
with the Alzheimer’s Association in their
Memory Walk campaign.
Further, the center promotes training
opportunities for CEUs for health professionals and social workers. The Center
also provides training on how to work
with individuals that have dementia,
whether as a health care professional or a
family member caring for a loved one.
Last year, the Center put on an Age
Wave Summit as a first step of helping

the City of Lynchburg and Region 2000
recognize the potential difficulties they
will be facing with an increasing aging
population.
Scruggs points out that with a little
cooperation and sharing, especially in
these tough economic times, huge differences and savings could occur and a crisis
avoided.
The Beard Center has been in operation
for over 20 years.

Yvonne@lynchburgtimes.com
of this happening. Any suggestions? -- Michelle S.,
via e-mail

Cat Goes Everywhere But the
Litter Box

The Consortium on Aging Luncheon held at Lynchburg College earlier this week heard about the need to re-think community layouts
and how to provide for the needs of a growing senior population.

Denise Scruggs is director of
the The Beard Center on Aging
of Lynchburg College.

DEAR PAW’S CORNER: My house cat “Snowball”
has been having problems urinating in places
other than her litter box. She loves rugs, towels,
my daughters’ beds, pillows and even her own bed.
The vet suggested getting another litter box. She
now has two. She will urinate on something within
1 foot of a litter box.
I read in your column that cats that do this could
have a urinary-tract infection or diabetes. Snowball
was treated for six weeks for a urinary infection and
still continues to urinate outside of her box. I took
her back to the vet to be tested again for urinarytract infection and diabetes. Both tests were negative. The vet thinks she’s just mad at us. I’m tired

DEAR MICHELLE: There’s usually a good reason for a
cat urinating regularly outside the litter box, and being
“just mad” is probably not one of them. You did the right
thing by having her checked and treated for a urinary
tract infection, and checked for more serious diseases,
so you’ve eliminated a physical issue that may have
initiated the problem. Now it’s time to address the behavioral issue -- which has nothing to do with Snowball
resenting you, but more to do with an association she’s
formed.
First, get rid of both litter boxes (yes, the new one
too). Thoroughly clean the area where they were located, and then get a new box. Next, monitor Snowball
closely. As soon as she starts urinating anywhere other
than her box, simply pick her up and place her in the
box. Use soothing, encouraging language. She may be
associating the box with the pain of her urinary-tract
infection, so you need to reintroduce her to it.
Remember also to thoroughly clean the areas that
Snowball has urinated using an enzyme cleaner developed specifically for pet cleanup. It’s available at pet
stores. If she’s urinated on carpet, you may need to
treat the padding underneath as well.
Send your pet questions and tips to ask@pawscorner.
com, or write to Paw’s Corner, c/o King Features
Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 328536475. Find more pet advice and resources at www.
pawscorner.com
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Citizens get a taste of municipal budgeting

By Yvonne Behrens
The Lynchburg Times
“We can no longer operate our community in which the citizens demand that
the government ‘fix it’. Citizens need to
play a more active role to determine the
future of our community,” so began City
Manager Kimball Payne at a town meeting held at Heritage High School focusing on how to use a diminishing resource
of funds to meet the needs of the city.
Although advertised through different
venues, the third of a series of four town
meetings being held in each voting ward
only attracted about 30 people outside of
the city employees.
“As you know, we are facing financial
shortfalls. We want to engage with citizens. An important part of the city’s future is to listen and learn from its citizens
what they consider priorities,” continued
Payne. “The national economic situation we have experienced for the past 30
years has been unreal and that came to
light in the fall of 2008. The federal, state,
and local deficits will take 50 years to recoup. At the local level, we are looking
at a gap of four or five million dollars.
“Because different areas are fluctuating-- we do not know what to expect
from consumption taxes-- the fact that

the stimulus package received by our
schools over the past two years will no
longer be available, and property taxes
are being re-evaluated to 30% of the assessed values from previous years, all of
this will impact what monies are available.
“We do not know how the legislative
actions will impact us and have to wait
until January to find out. We have to
comply with regulations on our storm
water, which is going to cost a lot of
money. And, presently, we are sitting in
the poster child of infrastructure overhaul. [Heritage High School is presently
falling down and will cost millions to
rebuild]. In the downtown area, we are
having water pipes break about once a
week. (These cast iron water pipes were
put in approximately 100 years ago). We
also have to project. We create a budget that does not go into effect for 18
months.
“Lynchburg is not the only city feeling
this pinch. It is also not in as bad a situation as some cities and Virginia is not
as bad as some other states. We need to
reflect on what citizens expectations of
services are, which tend to be high, and
tolerance for paying for these services,
which tend to be low. So we have to be
creative.“

The exercise that the group was given
to do was to divide up $100 among five
categories: Education, Safety, Infrastructure, Economic Development, and Vibrant Livable Community.
At one table, safety was discussed.
Most people did not think that Lynchburg was an unsafe city. Some argued
that this was because money was spent
on ensuring the safety. Another citizen
pointed out that if there were going to be
major cuts, this might increase crime.
At another table, there was very active
discussion on the importance of education. One participant asked what had
happened to all the monies that were
supposed to be slated for schools from
the Lotto initiative. There was no one
who could respond. Individuals reflected
on what education meant and whether
field trips and such were essential to a
good education.
A third table spoke about the services
provided by the City.
There was a lot of discussion about the
importance of these services and how
cuts in these areas would affect the most
vulnerable members of the community.
In the end, all the groups prioritized
the finances for the five areas. Education and safety were always the top two
concerns.
Payne then showed how the City had
divided the different areas, which looked
very different from the citizen’s choices.
The City had actually allocated the highest percentage of monies to safety $34.2,
(which includes judicial administration,
public safety, the jail, health and Welfare,
Lynchburg Health Department, Humane
Society, lifesaving/rescue squad) followed by infrastructure at $26.9 which
includes utilities, excellent schools came
in at $25,67. Payne explained that this
was because that category received the
most federal and state funding of all the
categories. A vibrant livable community
received $7.85 of the funding, and economic development $5.06.
One participant, Sammye Spillar,
questioned the effectiveness of the exercise, since she felt that a key piece of
information, how much each area cost to
run, was left out. She pointed out, “If I
have a limited income and I have rent to

pay and groceries to buy, am I going to
choose to spend my money on groceries
or on rent? Rent will be more. I am going to have to prioritize with that fact in
mind.”
Payne acknowledged her point, but the
evening’s criteria had been set and the
next part of the exercise was introduced:
Do the same exercise but with only $90
left to do it.
All the groups once again divided the
topics the same way. One group worked
to determine how to cut out a little from
each area. The other two groups just cut
out 5% from the bottom two, i.e. livable
community and economic development.
Whether this exercise accomplished
the outcome that the city was hoping for,
the citizens who participated certainly
got a little taste of what is involved when
trying to determine how to allocate a diminishing resource of funds.

Yvonne@lynchburgtimes.com
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Confused voters narrowly approve rainy day amendment
By Paige Winfield Cunningham
Virginia Statehouse News
Voter confusion may have narrowed the margin of approval for an increase in Virginia’s rainy
day fund that was supported unanimously by
legislators.
Virginia was one of dozens of states to turn to
rainy day funds in recent years when revenue
shortfalls tore gaps in state budgets. Officially
called the Revenue Stabilization Fund, Virginia’s
pot of funding was limited in size to 10 percent
of the average income and sales tax revenues
from the previous three years until voters last
week approved a constitutional amendment that
increases that limit to 15 percent.
Up until Election Day, the amendment was
seen as non-controversial. It was approved unanimously by both the House and the Senate earlier this year, with both liberal and conservative
members voicing their support of setting aside
more money for tough fiscal times.
But voters didn’t seem to agree. While two
other amendments on the Nov. 2 ballot passed
by wide margins, the rainy day fund increase was
approved 51-49.
The amendment was criticized by a few libertarian-leaning pundits, including radio contestant Rob Schilling, host of 1070 WINA’s The
Schilling Show and Norman Leahy, writer for

the Tertium Quids blog. But Virginia’s most conservative lawmakers—as well as its most liberal
lawmakers—supported raising the cap.
Sen. Jill Vogel, R-Upperville, said she sent out
an email blast in her district after receiving calls
from confused voters who were concerned that
voting for the amendment would somehow be
voting for a tax increase. She says she could understand how the question would be confusing
even for voters with some political knowledge.
“There’s no nexus here,” said Vogel, who’s
known as one of the state’s most fiscally conservative legislators. “This has nothing to do with
giving the state opportunity to tax more.”
Many voters wrongly linked the amendment
to a tax increase instead of understanding the
rainy day fund’s benefits—like aiding state government through recessions and avoiding layoffs
that could further damage the economy, Vogel
said.
“The only way you have any cushion or buffer
or ability to stabilize these massive swings is to
have this ability to set aside some money,” Vogel said. “I don’t think you have to spend every
penny that comes in.”
Del. Bob Marshall also chalked up the narrow
approval to misunderstanding by voters, based
on conversations at 14 different polling places
he visited on Election Day. He counters that the
state’s last large tax hike under former Gov. Mark

Warner had nothing to do with the rainy day
fund.
“The word I got back from people was that this
was a prelude to a tax increase, but I don’t see
that at all,” said Marshall, also known for his fiscally conservative views.
All but three states (Arkansas, Kansas and
Montana) set aside money in rainy day-type
funds, and most have limits on how much can be
set aside, according to the National Conference
of State Legislatures.
Virginia’s new 15 percent cap will allow its
fund to become one of the largest in the nation
as a percentage of state revenues. Massachusetts
also sets its cap at 15 percent of revenues, while
Nevada’s cap is 15 percent of appropriations.
On the other end of the scale, New York, South
Carolina and the District of Columbia cap their
rainy day funds at two percent of revenues or appropriations.
Right now, Virginia’s rainy day fund holds $295
million—about 75 percent less than four years
ago. There’s no word yet on when the state will
be able to build the fund back up, although it’s
scheduled to receive $50 million in 2012.
Votes for raising the cap varied widely by
county. Support loosely tended to be lower in
more rural areas like Smyth and Wythe counties—where a respective 48 and 44 percent voted
in opposition—and higher in cities and in north-

Regional results on question
of Revenue Stabilization Fund

Amherst County
Appomattox County
Bedford County
Campbell County
Lynchburg City
Nelson County
Roanoke City

Yes
46%
44%
49%
46%
47%
47%
54%

No
54%
56%
51%
54%
53%
53%
46%

ern Virginia. In Arlington, it won over 72 percent
of the voters.
Tom Robinson’s “no” vote put him in the 40
percent of Fairfax County voters who opposed
the amendment. The Reston resident says expanding the rainy fund just offers state government more opportunity to hold onto money it
should be giving back to voters.
“If the 15 percent is sitting around, it will be
spent in a flash when the Democrats come to
power,” Robinson said. “I usually vote no on anything I can’t make the case for.”
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Liberty University’s Danny Broggin returns the kickoff for a touchdown 14 seconds into Saturday’s
game against Gardner-Webb. 16,441 fans cheered as LU won the game 40-14. Liberty is 7-2 this season and 4-0 in the Big South.
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Royal Engagement” with Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews. Acting is obviously in his blood -- his father, Robert
Pine, starred on the classic ‘70s series “CHiPs” and had a
long run on the CBS soap “The Bold and The Beautiful.”
Chris is currently filming “This Means War” opposite Reese
Witherspoon and Tom Hardy.
Rounding out the cast of “Unstoppable” is Rosario
Dawson, who starred in such films as “Men In Black II”
and “Rent.” Her performance is the perfect blend to match
By Tony Rizzo
Denzel and Chris Pine, as an unmanned runaway train, the
Get ready for a fast and exciting ride. The new film “Un- length of a skyscraper and loaded with toxic chemicals and
diesel fuel, threatens to wipe out a Pennsylvania town.
stoppable” grabs you and puts you on the edge of your
That whiz kid Neil Patrick Harris
seat until the very end. Denzel Washingwas great hosting The Emmy Awards and
ton gives an outstanding award-worthy
the Tony Awards and is going strong with
performance, a good way to follow up his
“How I Met Your Mother,” both in first run and
recent Tony Award as lead actor in a play, in
syndication. Harris is proving he can do any“Fences.” Denzel is no stranger to awards,
thing. He is set to direct an independent film,
having won two Oscars: for supporting actor
“Aaron and Sarah,” starring Emma Roberts
in “Glory” (1989) and for best actor in “Train(daughter of actor Eric Roberts and niece
ing Day” (2001). Despite being one of the
of Julia Roberts) and Josh Hutcherson of
busiest actors around, he has managed to
“The Kids Are All Right” and the upcoming
raise four children with his wife of 27 years,
remake of “Red Dawn.” Neil Patrick Harris
Pauletta. His 26-year-old son, John David,
also will act in the films “Beastly,” due out in
played football for the St. Louis Rams,
Denzel Washington
March, and “The Smurfs,” due in August.
daughter Kalia (23) is attending Yale, and
Johnny Depp, currently making
as for his 20-year-old twins, Olivia and Mal“Pirates of the Caribbean 4” with Rob Marshall directing
colm (named after Malcolm X), we do know that Malcolm is
(he was Oscar nominated for “Chicago”), is turning prostudying at the University of Pennsylvania.
ducer. Depp and Marshall will team up again to remake
Also giving a first-rate performance is Chris Pine, whom
“The Thin Man” detective movies (there were five of them),
we last saw as Captain James T. Kirk in the “Star Trek”
about Nick and Nora Charles and their dog Asta, played
movie. He really proves he is an accomplished actor. Not
resting on his laurels, he appeared in a play, “Farragut by William Powell and Myrna Loy (and Asta as himself).
North,” with “Law & Order” star Chris Noth at The Gef- There also was a TV series from 1957-’59 with Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk. With all the remakes Depp does,
fin Playhouse in L.A, and had very good reviews. His big
break came on “E.R.” and then “The Princess Diaries 2: can “Topper,” which starred Cary Grant, be far behind?
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

ARIES (March 21 to April 19) This year, instead
of jumping into the whole holiday prep scene,
move in a little at a time. You’ll appreciate the
sense of control you’re more likely to enjoy.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) The separation
between the Bovine’s head and heart is never
as far apart as it seems. Both senses work best
when they come out of logic and honesty.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) The best way to
keep those pre-holiday pressures under control
is to just say no to taking on new tasks while
you’re still trying to work with a heap of others.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) News means a
change might be on its way, but what does it
hold? Don’t just ask questions; make sure you
get answers you can trust.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Old friends and new
have one thing in common: Both your longtime
and newly minted pals have much wisdom to
impart.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22) With time
running out, this is a good time for you to show

‘em all what those Virgo super-organizational
skills can do.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22) Librans
and holidays are made for each other, especially if children and animals are going to be
part of your joyous season.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21) Time
is getting too short to allow a spat to taint the
holiday season. Restart your relationship and
reschedule holiday fun times.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)
Seeking advice is laudable. You might learn far
more than you thought you could. Stay with it.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19)
Continuing to assess changes works toward
your getting your new project up and ready.
Trusted colleagues remain ready to help.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18) That
new situation needs a lot of attention, but it’s
worth it. This is a very good time for you to involve the arts in what you do.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) It might be
a good idea to slow your hectic holiday pace so
that you don’t rush past what -- or who -- you’re
hoping to rush toward.
BORN THIS WEEK: Others pick up on your
confidence in yourself, which inspires others to
believe in you and your special gifts.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

1. Saw 3D (R) Tobin Bell, Costas Mandylor
2. Paranormal Activity 2 (R) Katie Featherston, Micah Sloat
3. Red (PG-13) Bruce Willis, Morgan Freeman

4. Jackass 3D (R) Johnny Knoxville, Ryan
Dunn
5. Hereafter (PG-13) Matt Damon, Cecile DeFrance
6. Secretariat (PG) Diane Lane, John Malkovich
7. The Social Network (PG-13) Jesse Eisenberg, Justin Timberlake
8. Life As We Know It (PG-13) Katherine Heigl, Josh Duhamel
9. The Town (R) Ben Affleck, Jon Hamm
10. Conviction (R) Hilary Swank, Sam Rockwell

© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

hosting ‘Family Feud.’ They wanted to move the show
to Orlando, but with my child responsibilities here that
just wasn’t going to happen. So, I just have to look at
it as four phenomenal years. I miss the show dearly,
but it frees me up to do so many other things. I’m back
on Broadway, and will be heading back to Broadway
again, and those are things that I just couldn’t do as
freely when I was committed to ‘Family Feud.’” John is
very grateful that you enjoyed him on the show, as well
as the MANY other readers who wrote in to me to tell
me that they missed him.

Q: I remember awhile back you reported that “Avatar” star CCH Pounder told you that there would
be a sequel. Is that still in the works, or was it just
wishful thinking? -- Travis G., via e-mail
A: Would I, or CCH Pounder, ever steer you wrong?
There are actually TWO “Avatar” sequels in the works.
20th Century Fox hopes to have the first of the as-ofnow-untitled sequels in theaters by December 2014,
with the third movie released the following December
2015. Director/visionary James Cameron released this
statement: “In the second and third films, which will be
self-contained stories that also fulfill a greater story arc,
we will not back off the throttle of ‘Avatar’s’ visual and
emotional horsepower, and will continue to explore its
themes and characters, which touched the hearts of
audiences in all cultures around the world.”
Q: When is HBO’s “Big Love” coming back for its
fifth season? -- Justine D., via e-mail
A: The hit drama series about a Salt Lake City businessman (played by Bill Paxton) and his three wives
(Jeanne Tripplehorn, Chloe Sevigny and Ginnifer
Goodwin) will return for its fifth and final season on
Jan. 16.
Q: I love watching “Family Feud” and think Steve
Harvey is doing great, but what happened with
John O’Hurley? Why did he leave? He was a terrific
host! -- Gina T. in Texas
A: I spoke with John recently to talk about his other
hosting duties, that of the ninth-annual National Dog
Show presented by Purina (which airs on Thanksgiving Day after the Macy’s Parade), and he told me the
reason behind his departure: “I had a wonderful time

John O’Hurley
Q: I read that they were making a sequel to “Napoleon Dynamite.” Is that true? -- Flint M., Akron,
Ohio
A: It’s not exactly a sequel. Fox has ordered six episodes of an animated version of the 2004 cult hit, which
starred Jon Heder and Efren Ramirez (as Napoleon
and his friend Pedro). Efren told me that one episode
is already in the can and that everyone is thrilled with it.
He told me that “it appeals to everybody, and it’s funny.
It’s got all of the original cast and the original writers.
And it’s Fox, and as you know, Fox does a great job
with animated series.”
Write to Cindy at King Features Weekly Service, P.O.
Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475; or e-mail her at
letters@cindyelavsky.com. For more news and extended
interviews, visit www.celebrityextraonline.com and twitter.
com/Celebrity_Extra
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Local students and businesses
raise a LOT of money for cancer
• On Nov. 27, 1703, an unusual storm system
finally dissipates over England after wreaking
havoc on the country for nearly two weeks. Featuring hurricane strength winds, the storm killed
somewhere between 10,000 and 30,000 people
and sank hundreds of Royal Navy ships.
• On Nov. 22, 1783, John Hanson, the first
president of the Continental Congress under
the Articles of Confederation, dies in his home
state of Maryland. Hanson is sometimes called
the first president of the United States, but this
is a misnomer, since the presidency did not exist until 1789.

At left, Sam’s Club General Manager James Schaner braved the cold weather
during Friday night’s Jefferson Forest-Brookville game at Brookville to present
a check for $25,523 to Tammy Anderson, a Pearson Cancer Center oncology
social worker. The money came from T-shirt sales and business fundraising.
Below, Students at Jefferson Forest, Brookville and Heritage High Schools
sold pink T-shirts to raise funds for the cancer patient support fund at Centra’s
Alan B. Pearson Regional Cancer Center. The T-shirts were donated by Sam’s
Club and other businesses who also helped raise funds.

• On Nov. 28, 1925, the Grand Ole Opry, one of
the longest-lived and most popular showcases
for Country Western music, begins broadcasting live from Nashville, Tennessee. The showcase was originally named the Barn Dance, after a Chicago radio program called the National
Barn Dance.
• On Nov. 26, 1931, the first cloverleaf interchange to be built in the United States, at the
junction of US 1/9 and NJ Route 35 in Woodbridge, N.J., is featured on the cover of the Engineering News-Record. A piece on the underconstruction Hoover Dam was relegated to the
journal’s back pages.
• On Nov. 24, 1944, 111 U.S. B-29 Superfortress bombers raid Tokyo for the first time since
1942. Their target: the Nakajima aircraft engine
works. Despite the barrage of bombs that were
dropped, fewer than 50 hit the main target, doing little damage.
• On Nov. 23, 1966, Elvis Presley’s 22nd film,
a rock ‘n’ roll musical called “Spinout” in which
Elvis played a singing race car driver, opens
in theaters across the country. “Spinout” was
filmed on location at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles and the Ascot Motor Car Racing Ground,
a well-known dirt track nearby.

SOLID GOLD TIME MACHINE

Professional Disc Jockey Services
Wedding Receptions • Class Reunions
Company Parties • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events

• On Nov. 25, 1980, Sugar Ray Leonard regains
boxing’s welterweight title when his opponent,
reigning champ Roberto Duran, waves his arms
and walks away from the fight in the eighth
round, telling the referee “No mas, no mas” (“No
more”). Duran maintained that he had stomach
cramps and could barely stand up.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

We also do analog-to-CD transfers of
your LPs, 45s, 78s and cassettes!
Richard S. Kent
(434) 528-3553

Jefferson Forest fans cheer on their team at a game at Brookville
Fri. Nov. 5. Brookville won the game 48-35.

E-mail: sgtm90@wmconnect.com
Website: www.sgtm.biz
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Here’s Why You Need
a Flu Shot
Oh, we’re an obstinate bunch. It seems that
the older we get, the less likely we are to listen to others who have our welfare in mind.
A recent study indicates a whole lot of seniors don’t want to get an annual flu shot.
Some of us come up with interesting excuses
not to get the shot, mostly having to do with
how bad we think the flu is going to be, our
general state of health and whether we’re
likely to get the flu, and how well we think the
shot would work if we did get one.
I can tell you one very compelling reason
to get the flu shot: delay of first heart attack.
This information comes from another study
reported in the Canadian Medical Association

How You Can Help Homeless
Veterans
The last statistics I’ve seen indicate that on
any given night, there could be a half million
homeless veterans sleeping on the streets or
in shelters.
I’ll cut to the chase: If you need services,
call the nearest National Guard Armory or
American Legion Post and ask for the date of
the next Stand Down. If it’s not soon enough
to help you now, or if they’re not holding one
during cold weather, go to the closest library
and use its computers to find www1.va.gov/
Homeless online. You can also call National
Coalition for Homeless Veterans at (800) VETHELP.
If you’re lucky enough to have a home, you

Read every issue online at www.lynchburgtimes.com

Journal. It says that getting a flu shot early in
the season brings a 19 percent reduction in
the occurrence of acute myocardial infarction.
Shots received after the middle of November
had a smaller reduction, but a reduction just
the same. The pneumonia shot didn’t do a
thing.
Consumer Reports’ health magazine also
is getting into the act with a poll about why
people don’t want a flu shot. One big reason
cited is that last year’s flu season was a big
nothing, especially because it hit younger
people harder. What we need to remember,
however, is that in a normal flu year, 90 percent of the deaths from flu are in the 65-andolder age group.
Consider this, too: According Consumer
Reports, if you have to go to the emergency
room with a twisted ankle, there’s a 50 percent chance that your nurses won’t have had
a flu shot.

frequent applications are OK. The condition tends to
be chronic, so a long commitment is the rule.
If you’re not making any progress with over-thecounter preparations, then a doctor can provide you
with a prescription for more powerful items.
DEAR DR. DONOHUE: Please tell me all you
know about post-traumatic stress disorder. I
think someone in my family suffers from it. -A.F.

Matilda Charles regrets that she cannot personally
answer reader questions, but will incorporate them
into her column whenever possible. Write to her in
care of King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box
536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or send e-mail to
columnreply@gmail.com
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

can help homeless veterans through your
closest VA Medical Center. Call Volunteer Services at any center and ask what they need.
Homeless patients could use any number of
items when they’re released from treatment:
cold-weather coat, socks and underwear,
lined jeans, gloves, hat and more. Ask what’s
needed, and then provide it. It might be as
simple as a pair of jeans in an uncommon
size, a whole outfit of clothing with a few extra shirts, or a bag of personal-care supplies if
the veteran is coming out of rehab and moving
into a halfway-house situation.
Sometimes homeless veterans being transitioned into an apartment of their own need
“welcome home” supplies, such as cleaning
supplies, dish towels, laundry basket, toilet
paper, kitchen trash can, paper towels, sponges and more to get through the initial period
before they’re on their feet. A female friend recently shopped for one of these baskets, and
the total, even when loaded with extra items,
came to less than $100.
Write to Freddy Groves in care of King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475,
Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or send e-mail to
columnreply@gmail.com
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.

Tough Dandruff Calls for
a Prescription
DEAR DR. DONOHUE: I am writing to inquire
about the mite that invades one’s body and
causes dandruff on the head. I have used Selsun Blue shampoo, but it is taking so long to see
an effect. I wonder if there is an antibiotic that I
could take to get rid of it faster. -- M.S.
ANSWER: Dandruff is one form of seborrheic dermatitis -- skin inflammation, along with an overproduction of skin cells and oil. The scalp is the place
most often affected, but it also can be found on the
sides and bridge of the nose, the eyebrows, ears,
chest and back.
A mite doesn’t cause it. Some speculate that
a yeast (fungus) called Malassezia might be the
troublemaker. This yeast is also found on scalps of
those without dandruff, but those with dandruff have
greatly increased numbers of it.
Quite often, nonprescription treatments work well
for dandruff. Selsun Blue is a good one. If, after one
month of treatment, there’s no progress, then change
to another. Head and Shoulders, Nizoral A-D and
T-Gel are a sample of the many products on drugstore shelves. Nizoral A-D contains ketoconazole, a
medicine that is active against the Malassezia yeast.
Follow directions carefully. Usually they call for daily
use until there’s some improvement, and then everyother-day use for a month. From that time on, less-

ANSWER: Having faced an event that threatened
life or caused serious injury is the basis for post-traumatic stress disorder. The event keeps resurfacing
in the mind with a clarity that imparts terror and helplessness, and sometimes guilt. The remembrance
can happen during the day or in dreams.
An affected person stays in the alert mode at all
times. He or she loses interest in life, neglects those
around him or her, suffers from fragmented sleep,
often erupts in outbursts of anger and is usually quite
depressed. Soldiers, firemen, policemen and those
who suffered a sexual or physical attack are people
who most often develop PTSD. With the combination of talk treatment and medicines, these people
can usually regain their equilibrium and resume a
normal life.
DEAR DR. DONOHUE: A cold front came in, and
I had head/face pressure. What is that all about?
-- R.M.
ANSWER: A change in barometric pressure or a
drop in temperature can increase the pain of arthritic
joints. Weather changes also can trigger migraine
headaches. I haven’t seen head pressure mentioned as occurring with weather changes, but I can
imagine how it might happen. The sinus cavities of
the head could be subjected to a difference between
their own internal pressure and the outside barometric pressure. Perhaps you and I are headed for a
Nobel prize with this discovery.
Dr. Donohue regrets that he is unable to answer individual letters, but he will incorporate them in his
column whenever possible. Readers may write him
or request an order form of available health newsletters at P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475.
© 2010 North America Syndicate, Inc. All Rights Reserved
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Democrats looking ahead to next party chair
By Stephen Groves
Virginia Statehouse News

As the Democratic Party of Virginia looks
beyond a dismal midterm election, they are
moving on to new leadership.
Chairman Dick Cranwell announced he
would retire from chair of the party in October, leaving the post to be decided by an election on Dec.4. So far, two candidates — former Del. Brian Moran, D- Alexandria, and
former chair of the Arlington County Democratic Committee Peter Rousselot – have announced they are running for the spot.
“Chairman is the person who sets the tone
for the Democratic Party of Virginia,” said
Brian Coy, spokesperson for the party. “[The
chairman] brings people together around a
central Democratic brand.”
Both candidates said they were approached
by leaders in the Democratic party and encouraged to run for the chair.
After losing the gubernatorial elections in
2009 and three House seats this year, the party
is seeking a leader to turn the state blue again.
Both candidates for the chair acknowledged
that the past elections did not go the way they
wanted, but pledged that they could lead the

NEWS, from 13
credit and the residential energy efficient property
credit.
Nonbusiness Energy Property Credit
This credit equals 30 percent of what a homeowner spends on eligible energy-saving improvements, up to a maximum tax credit of $1,500 for
the combined 2009 and 2010 tax years. The cost
of certain high-efficiency heating and air conditioning systems, water heaters and stoves that burn
biomass all qualify, along with labor costs for installing these items. In addition, the cost of energyefficient windows and skylights, energy-efficient
doors, qualifying insulation and certain roofs also
qualify for the credit, though the cost of installing
these items does not count.
By spending as little as $5,000 before the end of
the year on eligible energy-saving improvements,
a homeowner can save as much as $1,500 on his
or her 2010 federal income tax return. Due to limits based on tax liability, amounts spent on eligible
energy-saving improvements in 2009, other credits
claimed by a particular taxpayer and other factors,
actual tax savings will vary. These tax savings are
on top of any energy savings that may result.
Residential Energy Efficient Property Credit
Homeowners going green should also check out
a second tax credit designed to spur investment
in alternative energy equipment. The residential
energy efficient property credit equals 30 percent
of what a homeowner spends on qualifying property such as solar electric systems, solar hot water

party to better times.
In a letter to supporters on Monday, Moran
referred to his time in the House of Delegates
in 2001 when Democrats lost the majority.
“It was a tough time to be a Democrat in
Virginia,” he wrote. “When you’re dealt a significant blow, it’s not about how you fall but
how you get back up.”
“Getting Democrats elected” is his explanation for the role of the chair.
But Rousselot, who has served as a party
grassroots organizer, says he will bring a fresh
perspective to the party, increasing communication from the central office and mobilizing
local committees.
“I believe there is a role for the chair to set
the tone by issuing press releases and making statements,” Rousselot said. “I believe the
Democratic chair should be doing more of
that than they have in the past year or two.”
He also has a plan to encourage Democrats
to get active even in Republican strongholds.
If these Democrats who may stay home on
Election Day get active, the small victories can
add up, he said.
Rousselot is getting a boost from many of
the left-wing bloggers in the state, while Moran has received their ire. Moran ran to be the
heaters, geothermal heat pumps, wind turbines,
and fuel cell property. Generally, labor costs are
included when figuring this credit. Also, except for
fuel cell property, no cap exists on the amount of
credit available.
Not all energy-efficient improvements qualify for
these tax credits. For that reason, homeowners
should check the manufacturer’s tax credit certification statement before purchasing or installing
any of these improvements. The certification statement can usually be found on the manufacturer’s
website or with the product packaging. Normally, a
homeowner can rely on this certification.
The IRS cautions that the manufacturer’s certification is different from the Department of Energy’s
Energy Star label, and not all Energy Star labeled
products qualify for the tax credits.
Eligible homeowners can claim both of these
credits when they file their 2010 federal income tax
return. Because these are credits, not deductions,
they increase a taxpayer’s refund or reduce the tax
owed. An eligible taxpayer can claim these credits,
regardless of whether he or she itemizes deductions on Schedule A. Use Form 5695, Residential
Energy Credits, to figure and claim these credits.

Send your news tips
and briefs to:

news@lynchburgtimes.com

Democratic candidate for governor last year,
but lost to Sen. Creigh Deeds, D- Charlottesville, in the primary.
Questions were raised by bloggers if Moran
should be allowed to be party chair since he
is a lobbyist. In Virginia, lobbyists registered
with the state cannot serve as party chairman.
But after seeking legal advice, the party concluded Moran could proceed as chair because
the law doesn’t apply to federal lobbyists like

Moran.
Moran said there would not be a conflict of
interest.
“I run a government relations department
for a trade association,” he said. “I’m not soliciting clients.”
The next chair will serve the remainder of
Cranwell’s term until June of 2013. Both said
they don’t have aspirations for higher office.

Elections drew high numbers to polls
By Stephen Groves
Virginia Statehouse News

On Election Day, 46.3 percent of active voters in the
Commonwealth lined up at the polling stations to cast
their votes on who to send to the House of Representatives.
“It’s an election day- it’s important,” said Eloise Payne,
who voted in Alexandria.
For many it’s about participating in democracy and
making their voice heard, even if it is one of millions.
While some don’t turn up because they feel their vote
doesn’t count, politicians still spend big money on advertisements, phone calls, and door-knocking to try and get
people to the polls.
Across the nation, people voted in record-breaking
droves for this midterm election. Estimates fly as high as
90 million nationwide.
According to unofficial numbers released by the state
board of elections, 2,186,266 people turned out to vote
in the Commonwealth. Official election numbers won’t be
certified until Nov. 21. But for Virginia, this number is not
particularly high.
While some races like the 5th District drew national attention, and a record amount of money was spent on the
House elections, the voter turnout remained average for
midterms. But election experts said this is likely because
there was not a statewide candidate on the ballot for the
first time since 1998. In that year, only 33 percent of Virginians voted.
The relatively high voter turnout for the midterm is
likely due to the heated atmosphere around the races.
As candidates stumped, their rhetoric became about the
direction the country is moving.
“The more separation [between the candidates, the
more you believe the election matters to you, the more
likely you are to vote,” said Michael McDonald, an expert
on election turnout and professor at George Mason University.
In the 5th District, people showed a lot of interest- 55
percent of active voters showed up at the polls.
McDonald said that how close the race is can also play
a factor. If voters’ feel the pressure of a tight race, they
may feel their vote could be the difference between winning and losing for their candidate. Virginia had several
close elections this year- four came down to less than
five percent of the vote.
In close elections, the winner is often decided by people who don’t vote for the same party every year or have
a special interest in the elections.
In the 9th District, a SurveyUSA poll released a week
before the elections revealed that people who said they
are “uniquely motivated” to vote this year favored state
lawmaker Del. Morgan Griffith, R- Salem twice as much

as the Democratic incumbent U.S. Rep. Rick Boucher.
“If the uniquely motivated 2010 voters walk-the-ballotbox walk, and don’t just talk-the-pollster talk, the Republicans have a chance to snatch the seat,” said an analysis
of the poll from SurveyUSA. “If the uniquely motivated
voters aren’t so motivated after all, Boucher keeps the
seat.”
Griffith’s campaign generated a good turnout of 48
percent and won the election.
In the 11th District, the election came down to under
1,000 votes as Democratic U.S. Rep. Gerry Connolly
held onto his seat from Republican challenger Keith Fim-

While some races like the 5th District
drew national attention, and a record amount of money was spent on
the House elections, the voter turnout remained average for midterms.
But election experts said this is likely
because there was not a statewide
candidate on the ballot for the first
time since 1998. In that year, only 33
percent of Virginians voted.

ian.
On Election Day, Connolly’s campaign sent out email
requests and made phone calls to make sure their supporters would show up at the polls.
Candidates are often accompanied by a team of volunteers who make phone calls and knock on doors, asking people to vote. In the 5th District, both candidates
claimed their volunteers made over a million phone calls
during the campaigns.
The personal contact of a phone call or a conversation can have an impact, said McDonald. He pointed to
research that says asking someone to vote can increase
the likelihood of them voting by nine percent.
But “robo-calls,” the kind with a recorded voice of a
political leader asking for a vote, don’t work well. Still,
that doesn’t keep campaigns from trying it, or a host of
other tactics.
Candidates raised over $36 million in this election
cycle- using advertisements, direct mail, and phone calls
to get people to vote.
But as Curtis Gans, the director of the Center for the
Study of the American Electorate at American University,
acknowledged, “Money does not in and of itself drive
people to the polls.”
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State GOP weighing values of primary or convention
By Stephen Groves
Virginia Statehouse News

With an eye on the 2012 elections,
Virginia’s Republican Party leaders will
be meeting next week to decide how
their candidates will be selected — either
through a primary or convention.
The Republican Party of Virginia’s State
Central Committee, which has more than
100 members, will meet at the annual party advance on Nov. 20 in McLean to discuss how to select a U.S. Senate candidate
for 2012. Their choice could determine
who will be on the ballot.
Former U.S. Rep. Tom Davis knows this
well. He shied away from a run for the
GOP’s Senate nominee after the party decided to select by convention in 2008. He
said he wasn’t conservative enough to appeal to the party base that gathers at the
conventions.
“Conventions have tended to favor the
more conservative candidates,” said Lee
Goodman, a lawyer from LeClairRyan law
firm who serves as general counsel to the

party.
Primaries usually favor moderate candidates because a wider swath of the population determines the candidate.
“The whole point is to nominate an
electable candidate,” said Tom Foley, the
1st District Chairman and a member of
the GOP’s State Central Committee.
So far, three Republican names have surfaced as possible candidates. Former U.S.
Sen. George Allen, Del. Bob Marshall, RManassas, and Corey Stewart, chairman
of the Prince William County Board of Supervisors, all have positioned themselves
for a possible run, reported the Washington Post.
The GOP hasn’t used a primary to select
statewide candidates since 2005 when Jerry Kilgore was on the Republican ticket.
He lost to Gov. Tim Kaine. But Republican
Bill Bolling won the Lieutenant Governor
race and future Gov. Bob McDonnell took
Attorney General.
Davis said the primary is a good way to
set up for the general election. By running
a primary campaign, candidates begin

courting voters immediately rather than
talking to members of the State Central
Committee.
Primaries involve more people, gathering excitement behind a candidate and the
party.
“As Republicans, we want to be a church
who welcomes converts,” Davis said. “Not
a church who chases heretics away.”
But party leaders see conventions as a
way to ensure their candidate is loyal to
party values. Primaries are open in Virginia, meaning Democrats and independents
can vote.
“Republicans should choose Republicans,” said Bill Stanley, the 1st Vice Chair
of the State Central Committee.
Money could also be a part of their decision. Last year’s convention that selected
McDonnell, Bolling, and Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli didn’t break even.
“We have to be better as a party to make
sure those conventions are not a loss leader,” Stanley said.
Besides renting a convention space, the
party has to pay for insurance, security,

“Dewey: The Small-Town Library
Cat Who Touched the World”
by Vicki Myron
(Grand Central Publishing) $19.99
Reviewed by Ealish Waddell
Library cats have a long, celebrated history
throughout the world, but perhaps no library
cat was ever as beloved as Dewey Readmore
Books of Spencer, Iowa.
Plucked shivering from the drop box on a frigid
January morning in 1988, the little orange kitten made himself at home from day one, and his
antics lent some much-needed lightheartedness
and comfort to a community struggling under
the economic farming slump then haunting the

and the logistics of hosting the convention.
Cuccinelli proposed that candidates pay
a filing fee of up to $25,000 to file for a spot
as candidate to offset some of the cost.
Delegates to the convention could also be
charged a fee.
While a hefty filing fee could prevent
candidates from outside the establishment
from running, it would still be cheaper for
candidates than holding a primary, said
Goodman.
Primaries also cost the state money. Jurisdictions have to pay for hosting the primaries.
Goodman said a third option is a statewide canvass. It would be run like a primary, but instead of costing the state money,
the party would run the elections.
As Republicans eye Democratic U.S.
Sen. Jim Webb’s seat for 2012, the innerparty maneuvering has begun.
Republican Party of Virginia spokesperson Garren Shipley said, “The earlier things
get set, the more time candidates have to
campaign under the ground rules.”

entire Midwest. All of Spencer banded together
over enjoying Dewey and marveling at his remarkable survival story, raising their spirits and
strengthening their sense of hometown pride.
But Dewey was more than just a decoration.
He had a job to do, and he did it well. Dewey
loved people and being loved on by people, and
he seemed to have a sixth sense for knowing
when an employee or patron was in need of a
little extra TLC. He was patient with excited children and soothing to harried adults. Every single
person at the library felt that he or she shared
something special with him.
And he was a lifeline for library director Vicki
Myron, his adopted “momma.” A single mom to a
turbulent teen and a veteran of hard work, family
tragedy and ill health, Myron found that Dewey
was the friend she never knew she needed.
In writing Dewey’s memoir, Myron has created
a sweet and compulsively readable tribute that
is affectionate without becoming maudlin, heartwarming without being cloying. It’s a story of one
all-American town, its history and its identity, as
much as it is the story of the cat who represented
the heart of it all. By the time of his gentle passing at the stately age of 19, Dewey had woven
himself inextricably into the fabric of the town of
Spencer, Iowa, and he left it, and thousands of
lives, better for his having been in them.
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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The Lynchburg Times Crossword: PAILS IN COMPARISON

DOWN
1 Like a wet noodle
2 Section
3 “The Journey of
Natty -” (‘85 film)

4 Apt rhyme for worm
5 Bath, e.g.
6 They’re nuts
7 Commedia dell’8 Den denizen
9 Fr. holy woman
10 Norm
11 Einstein’s birthplace
12 100 dinars
13 “Bewitched” kid
14 Actress Rita
15 Planet, for one
16 Transvaal residents
17 Roast host
18 Delibes opera
26 Done
28 Org. founded in 1947
30 Eyebrow shape
34 Cozy
36 Sailor’s shout
37 “Nautilus” captain
38 Author Dinesen
40 Moral man?
42 Wading bird
43 “Candid Camera”
creator
44 - Domini
45 ‘68 US Open winner
46 Mason’s tool
47 Proposition
48 Apiece
53 Endangered animal
54 TV’s “Broken -”
56 Facts, for short
57 Spruce
59 Sill
61 Sniggler’s quarry
65 Parched
66 Sheet of stamps
68 It’ll give you a lift
69 “Elephant Boy” actor
71 Guy’s counterpart

72 Monitor message
75 Animals
76 Successful
77 “High Sierra” actress
78 Salad veggie
79 Bullets, briefly
80 Director Nicolas
81 “Nash Bridges”
network
86 Reggae’s Peter
87 Duel-use items?
89 “What - for Love”
(‘75 song)
91 Slightly open
92 Exceptional
93 Surrounded by
96 Neither masc. nor fem.
97 Crooner Jerry
98 Slaps on
99 Shoestring
101 Persian poet
103 Fleshly
106 Push a product
107 A/C measure
108 Spearheaded
109 Porthos’ pal
110 Appomattox
signature
111 Freeway sounds
112 Gold brick?
118 Author Ferber
120 “Braveheart” extra
121 Nevada city
123 Gusto
124 - Stanley Gardner
125 Profound
127 Viking weapon
128 Fleur-de-129 Souffle ingredient
130 Actress MacGraw
131 Cal. page
133 “Toodle-oo!”

Sudoku!

Hocus-Focus
by Henry Boltinoff

by Linda Thistle

How to play: Place a number in the empty boxes
in such a way that each row across, each column
down and each small 9-box square contains all of
the numbers from one to nine.
Difficulty this week: MODERATE
© Copyright 2010 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Puzzling

1 Trails
5 Strikebreaker
9 Burst of energy
14 “Lonesome George”
19 Gulf country
20 Unwind a rind
21 Actress Shire
22 Nose
23 Vittle statistics?
24 Movie mutt
25 Speaker of remark
starting at 42 Across
27 Alarm
29 Mrs. Zeus
31 XXVII x II
32 Sleep stage
33 Contralto Stevens
35 Rampur royalty
39 Soho snack
41 Diocese
42 Start of a remark
49 Hair ball?
50 Former nation:
abbr.
51 D-Day code name
52 Gilbert of “Roseanne”
55 Game division
58 Massachusetts city
60 Paint pigment
62 Author Irving
63 Fluffy female
64 September birthstone
67 They may be saturated
70 Add fringe
73 Remsen or Flatow
74 Cambodia’s Lon 75 Part 2 of remark
81 Fire
82 - Dhabi
83 Oomph

84 Floor model
85 Flatter
88 A mean Amin
90 Stiller’s partner
94 Be nosy
95 Null and void
99 Impasse
100 Basilica area
101 Make some dough
102 Jet-setter’s need
104 Onassis’ nickname
105 Part 3 of remark
110 Sosa stat
113 Swell place?
114 Moment of truth
115 --do-well
116 Browning’s bedtime?
117 Pipe cleaner?
119 Manipulates
122 In shock
126 End of remark
132 Word with steak or
soda
134 Marseilles mother
135 Adhesive ingredient
136 Viewpoint
137 Hunky-dory
138 Key
139 Rob of “Silk Stalkings”
140 Sorcery
141 Lacquered metalware
142 Footfall
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